
  



 

 

 

The Elemental Rabbits 

Book Two: Into the Sky 

By: Chris 



Chapter I 

The Dragon Fusion 

 “What can we do?” said the adult rabbits. “We can’t defeat this army, we’re 

swarmed!” 

 “Wait, I have an idea!” answered Faron.  

“Then what is it!? Tell us quickly!” 

“I remember one day when I was going on an adventure, I saw a stone which 

had stuff written on it that read something like dragons can fuse together to make a 

more powerful dragon.” 

“That’s a great idea!” said Eldin.  

“Alright, dragons fuse!” ordered Faron. Suddenly, they saw the Wind and 

the Water dragon create a fusion. The fusion was green, blue, and purple. “I think 

this is a Venom dragon.” They also made the Fire and the Stone dragon create a 

dragon fusion. “I think this one is called a Lava dragon.” This fusion instead was 

orange and gray. 

After the fusion was created, the Venom dragon started launching tidal 

waves of venom at the army and the Lava dragon blasting lava at the hawk. Once 

lava was blasted on the hawk, the Lava dragon just let the hawk burn. The hawk 

stated to chase the Lava dragon around, but the Lava dragon was too fast, so the 

hawk just kept burning and burning until he was vaporized. Well, of course, all 

except one molecule. 

Meanwhile, since the venom of the Venom dragon could slowly damage 

whatever the venom is on, the Venom dragon just waited until all the enemies were 

defeated. Then the crew made the dragons defuse back into the dragons that fused 

to form another dragon. 

 The hawk had an ability that if it got vaporized, its power would multiply by 

10. Since the hawk’s power was going to multiply by 10, the Rabbit warriors did 

tons of training. Now they learned to focus their spells into one beam so that the 

elements are focused into a small area. 



Chapter II 

The Chromatic Kingdom 

 The next week, the Rabbit Warriors went 1000 miles north they still saw an 

endless sight of cliffs. But they found the egg of the Chromatic dragon. At first 

they thought the egg was robotic, but then they found out that it just looks robotic. 

The egg hatched pretty quickly into a dragon. 

 After going another 500 kilometers, the Rabbit warriors saw a factory. 

“Should we go inside this factory?” asked Roeus. 

 “Of course!’ said the rest of the crew. Inside the factory, they saw a treasure 

chest. They opened the treasure chest and found a machine inside. They were 

depressed at first, but they were happy when they found out it was a self craft 

machine that could be used to craft armor. Since you need steel armor and other 

materials that can’t be found in the Chromatic Kingdom, they looked for steel. 

They looked around the factory for a while and eventually, they found some in the 

factory. 

 They had to craft their armor one at a time because the machine couldn’t 

hold that much material. It took one minute to craft one copy of steel armor. 

Apparently, the Power Carrot of craft was in the center of the factory, so that’s 

where they went. 

 After the Power Carrot was found, the crew found the egg of the Chromatic 

Dragon and let the egg hatch and saw the clearing of the cliffs. At the clearing, the 

Rabbit warriors saw a stone. It read: The other side of Rarth. Ahead:  Spectral 

Ruins. The crew kept going until they saw something strange. They saw a blue 

light ahead coming out of a big hole. The area looked like it was cursed so they 

didn’t go there just yet. “Should we go here yet?” asked Phoceanus. 

 “I’m not sure about that,” answered Cremis. 

 “Come on. We aren’t injured or anything,” said Hyperthys. 

 “I think Hyperthys is right. We should go,” said Eldin. 

 “Agreed,” said the rest of the Rabbit warriors. 



Chapter III 

The Spectral Ruins 

 The Rabbit warriors entered and saw a stone that read: Summon the Wraith 

dragon with cursed energy. The Wraith dragon can revive dead things. Then the 

crew jumped into the hole and found the Power Carrot of curse resistance. They ate 

that Power Carrot and saw a piece of iron. 

 “Should we look for more iron to upgrade our armor?” asked Faron. 

 “Indeed we should,” said the rest of the crew. 

 “Let’s do this,” said Cremis. They saw a steam geyser they could take them 

out of the hole so they went out the hole to find iron. In order for them to find iron 

they had to dig at an area that’s not the Spectral Ruins. So they went out of the 

Spectral Ruins in a different direction which leads to the next kingdom. They 

started to dig everywhere. Then when they got enough iron, they upgraded their 

armor into reinforced armor. 

 Right after they put on their reinforced armor on (the upgrade of steel 

armor), the Rabbit warriors saw a huge shadow in the sky. The crew first thought it 

was nothing but when they looked closer, they couldn’t even believe it was the 

hawk. “Well look what I’ve got here,” said the hawk. Hyperthys looked up and he 

saw that everyone was captured except Hyperthys and the adult rabbis. 

 “Dragons save my crew!” said Hyperthys. But the dragons fused altogether 

into one dragon that could use water, stone, fire, and wind and were no match for 

the hawk. The dragon used a camping strategy by setting the hawk on fire then 

flying away and letting the hawk slowly damage. But the hawk was much faster so 

the dragon was hit several times and was defeated.  

 Just before the hawk flew away, Hyperthys shot an elemental blast with all 

the power he’s got, but the hawk acted like he didn’t even feel the blast. Hyperthys 

felt sorry for his crew but he had tried his best.  

 The next day, Hyperthys and the adult rabbits were completely healed but 

the dragons weren’t, so they decided to wait until the dragons were. 



 Another day passed. The dragons were finally at full health, so Hyperthys 

and the adult rabbits kept going the same direction and soon, they were in a rain 

forest. He used the Fire dragon to create light for him. 



Chapter IV 

The Rain Kingdom 

 Hyperthys went further into the kingdom. He trained with the adult rabbits 

and the dragons for one month because he’s no match for the hawk. But then he 

saw a shadow in the sky. 

 “Get ready guys! The hawk’s coming! Charge a super powerful blast! 

Dragons fuse!” ordered Hyperthys. The dragons fused and they charged a blast too. 

The hawk came soon after that. Everyone shot their blast at hawk and hoped their 

training helped. It did! But the hawk wasn’t even near defeated yet. 

 “Oh look. It looks like you are much stronger now,” said the hawk. 

 “Give the rest of my crew back!” said Hyperthys. 

 “Ha! The rest of your crew is trapped. There’s no way you can find them 

now!” said the hawk. 

 “No, you’ll see how I rescue them someday!” said Hyperthys. 

 “Let’s see about that!” said the hawk. Just before the hawk finished that 

sentence, Hyperthys ordered the dragons to blast the hawk. The hawk was 

completely vaporized except one molecule. 

 “That’ll teach him!” said Hyperthys.  

 “No, but I think there’s one molecule of him left,” said the adult rabbits. 

 “That’s probably true. Of course it always has to be one molecule. Let’s see 

about that. The hawk has regenerated one too many times. This will destroy that 

molecule!” They made the dragons shoot violent blasts everywhere and hope that 

one hit that molecule. “Good, I hope that molecule was vaporized!” 

 “Probably not.” 

 “Come on; don’t be so negative about our luck.” 

 “Yes, but if we vaporize that molecule, the hawk would be able to defeat us 

because he’ll be 10 times as powerful.” 



 “We should keep looking for the egg and the Power carrot,” suggested 

Hyperthys. 

 “We should,” agreed the adult rabbits. 

 The crew went through the rest of the rain forest and found the egg and the 

Power Carrot of weather. They entered a swamp. 



Chapter V 

The Swamp Kingdom 

 The Swamp was wet. The crew had to avoid every step in the mud. They 

saw a stone. It read: Watch out for Mud Spume or you’ll be stuck here FOREVER! 

Ahead was a creature in the mud. It looked like a balloon that was about to pop 

with legs and eyes. Hyperthys went close to it, and it started spiting mud at him. 

 “These creatures must be Mud Spume,” said Hyperthys. “If these aren’t Mud 

Spume what else could it be?” 

 “Your right,” answered the adult rabbits. They blasted the spume with 

elements and jumped onto another rock. But next to that rock had spume nearby. 

So they blasted those spume too.  

 “How about this; whoever first sees spume has to blast it before we come 

near it,” suggested Hyperthys. 

 “Sure,” agreed the adult rabbits.  

 They were always prepared to launch a blast. But eventually, the adult 

rabbits just made the Fire Dragon turn the mud into dirt; which defeated all the 

spume and made it easier to find the egg and the Power Carrot. The Swamp 

Dragon egg and the Power Carrot of acid resistance were deliberately easy to find. 

 After going through the rest of the kingdom, they made the Water Dragon 

turn the dirt back into mud to return the kingdom to its original form. The good 

news was that the spume weren’t back. They also found some more stuff they 

could use to upgrade their armor into better armor called Reflective Armor. 



Chapter VI 

The Ice kingdom 

 After traveling a few hundred miles, the crew met a rabbit named Lanaryru. 

“Who are you?” asked Lanaryru.  

 “Oh, we were sent on a quest from the Rabbit King to find all the Power 

Carrots,” answered the crew. 

 “I just was searching and I found these things. Wait! Is that a self-craft 

machine you’ve got there?” asked Lanaryru.  

 “Yep,” answered the crew. 

 “Perfect, because I can use these to upgrade your self-craft machine!” The 

crew waited patiently as Lanaryru upgraded their machine. “Here you go,” said 

Lanaryru. 

 “Thanks,” said the crew. 

 “I’ll keep looking some day for more stuff.” said Lanaryru. The crew kept 

going ahead until they saw a mountain. They realized that they were in the Ice 

Kingdom. “Let’s go to this mountain,” said Hyperthys. 

 “We should because the next Power Carrot and dragon egg is probably 

there,” said the adult rabbits.  

 “Then let’s go,” said Hyperthys. The Rabbit Warriors went to the mountain 

and saw a special piece of steel. They upgraded their armor and felt a crack under 

them. All of a sudden, they fell down a hole and landed in a lake. 

 They looked around for a while and found the Power Carrot of ice and the 

egg of the Ice Dragon. And to get out of the hole, they used an air geyser next to 

them. 

 



Chapter VII 

The Desert Kingdom 

 After the crew flew out of the hole, they went down the mountain and ended 

up in a desert. It was filled with quicksand so they had to rest after going through 

some. It was something like 70% quicksand and 30% regular sand. There was 

some spume in the quicksand spitting sand at them. They were called Sand Spume. 

The Rabbit Warriors also saw a titan. Right when they were about to attack the 

titan, the titan charged right at them. 

 Hyperthys used a few claw attacks but they did absolutely nothing. “These 

creatures must be immune to physical attacks!” warned Hyperthys. Then he used 

some elemental blasts. But those blasts only did a little bit. “This is bad! These 

titans are immune to physical attacks and resistant to elemental attacks!” 

 “Then we have no choice but to make our dragons blast them!” said the 

adult rabbits. But even though the dragons used their most powerful attacks, they 

still didn’t do that much. It took a total of 5 minutes to defeat that titan. 

 There were no titans in the rest of the kingdom. But there were still tons of 

Sand Spume. But the Sand Spume were a lot easier to defeat than the titans. They 

never know where they’re going because the Desert Kingdom was huge. After an 

hour of defeating Sand Spume, there were still a lot of them left. They also met a 

scorpion-like enemy which is as easy to defeat as spume. Those scorpions could 

jump and attempt to grab the crew. But Hyperthys and the adult rabbits were 

always prepared for battle. 

 After exploring the whole desert, they found the egg of the Desert Dragon 

and the power carrot of sand. Just before they were about to go to the next 

kingdom, they again met Lanaryru. “Hi guys. I was just searching but I didn’t find 

anything. You know. The Rabbit King is in the sky creating a cloud barrier on a 

1,000,000 feet high mountain.” 

 “But why do you need a cloud barrier to go into the sky?” asked the adult 

rabbits. 



 “That’s because I don’t mean that kind of sky. By sky I mean Heaven and 

everything connected to it,” said Lanaryru. “That’s the only other way besides 

dying to go into Heaven. Anyone under a cloud barrier will be seen by the Rabbit 

King. And he must let you go up the cloud barrier.” 

 “I guess we should go to the Steel Shard Kingdom first then. We’ll have 

more dragons that way.” said Hyperthys. 

 “Well then I’ll meet you in the sky!” said Lanaryru. 



Chapter VIII 

The Steel Shard Kingdom 

 After that conversation ended, the crew entered an underground mine. There 

were a lot of titans down there. But they were much easier to defeat down there 

because the Rabbit Warriors made the dragons fling the titans into stalactites. 

There were lots of enemies called Earth Spume too. The Earth Spume too were 

easy to defeat. Whenever an Earth Spume shoots a rock at them, they would dodge 

it and shoot an elemental blast at it. 

 At the deepest part of the mine, the Rabbit Warriors saw the Power Carrot of 

steel and the egg of the Steel Shard Dragon. They both were guarded by 25 titans. 

If they just took one step near them, the titans all would charge at them. 

 “Are you ready?” asked Hyperthys.  

 “No,” answered the adult rabbits. 

 “Why not?” asked Hyperthys 

 “Because we can’t beat 25 titans.” 

 “I think we can.” 

 “Your right Hyperthys.” 

 “Let do this!” 

 Their strategy was that everyone gets some dragons and their strategy was to 

hide at a stalactite and then when a titan comes, the dragons come out and fling it. 

Because of the stalactites, the titans were defeated in 10 minutes. The Rabbit 

Warriors grabbed the Power Carrot and the egg and headed back to the mountain 

Lanaryru was talking about. They even trained for a week before going up. 

 The next week the crew went up the mountain and saw a cloud barrier at the 

summit. They stepped in the cloud barrier and they shot up into the sky. 



Chapter IX 

The Sky 

 When the crew shot out of the barrier, they saw the Rabbit King and a gate. 

"So it looks like you have found 10 Power Carrots. I’m just saying that there are 

two more kingdoms. The Sky throne Kingdom and the Thunderhead. Would you 

like to hear a story about Heaven?"asked the Rabbit King 

 "Sure!" answered Hyperthys 

 "See. One day in Heaven, the Rabbit Emperor saw enemies in Heaven. He 

hoped that they would go away if he defeated them. But he was wrong; the 

enemies kept coming and coming. He was mad. He decided that he had to create a 

wall to block them. But that caused some new problems. The rabbits in Heaven 

could go under the clouds. Then one day, I met him. He said when he passes away 

I could take his job. I said yes. Many years passed. The Rabbit Emperor got very 

old and already told me to take his job. We went to Rarth, and we were attacked. 

The Rabbit Emperor was captured by the hawk of destruction. He was taken to 

Death Island and passed away. And that's the story of how I became rabbit king." 

 "The Hawk deserves a punch!" said the adult rabbits 

 "I'll take you through this gate." 

 Through the gate, the crew saw two kingdoms. "These are the only two 

kingdoms you haven't visited yet. I have collected the egg of the Sky dragon and 

the Power Carrot of air, but I haven't yet visited the Thunderhead yet because I 

never dared to. You can have this egg and this Power Carrot. And good luck. The 

Thunderhead is northwest of us. 



Chapter X 

The Thunderhead 

 The Thunderhead was a dangerous place to be. The Rabbit Warriors had to 

avoid every lightning bolt. They saw a small island so they got on it. They had to 

solve a puzzle. The puzzle was on a 3×3 grid with 8 squares they could drag 

around. This is the order or the moves they did to solve. Top left down. Top middle 

left. Center up. Bottom center up. Bottom right left. Middle right down. Center 

right. After the puzzle was complete, they got the Power Carrot of lightning and 

the egg of the Lightning Dragon. Right after they picked up the Power Carrot and 

that egg, they were attacked by a TON of enemies called Electro Spume. 

 The Rabbit Warriors made the dragons attack first. But the dragons used up 

all their energy and there were still more spume left. Then the crew had to attack. 

But worst of all, there were still more spume coming after that army. Now the crew 

had to use a strategy. The strategy was to only shoot when the blast is going to hit 

multiple enemies. 

 After the Rabbit Warriors defeated all the spume, the storm stopped. Then 

their armor was auto-upgraded. Another change was that the Power Carrot and the 

egg dropped onto the island. The crew caught them and headed back to the Rabbit 

King. 

 "Good job guys! You've found all the Power Carrots. Wait a sec. Where's 

the rest of you crew?" 

 "They were captured by the hawk." All of a sudden, they saw the hawk. 

 "How did the hawk even get here!?" asked Hyperthys. "I thought you needed 

a cloud barrier to do that!" 

 "I think the hawk is so powerful it could go through that wall!" answered the 

Rabbit King. The hawk snatched the Rabbit King and went away to Death Island 

and then came back. 

 "Ha! Now I'll capture more of your crew members!"  



 "Not this time!!!" yelled Hyperthys. The adult rabbit got so mad they hit the 

hawk with everything they've got. Violent elemental blasts were shot and not even 

the hawk was able to stop it. This time the hawk was truly vaporized completely. 

 "Let's go to Heaven," said Hyperthys. 



Chapter XI 

Heaven 

 Though the gate, the Rabbit Warriors saw a sign that read: Bazaar. The crew 

hurried to the bazaar. Inside the bazaar, they saw a rabbit selling the stuff in the 

bazaar. He looked sad. 

 "What's wrong?" asked Hyperthys. 

 "The Rabbit king was captured." 

 "Don't worry, well save him!" 

 "Oh thank you! Since you're going to save the Rabbit King, I'll give you 

some equipment. Here's a whip you can use to swing and activate switches. Here's 

a pair of claw shots that if you shoot something, you get pulled to it. Just remember 

that you can only shoot claw shot targets. Here's an Explosive fruit pouch that's 

full. Here's a crossbow. Here's a shield called the Sacred Shield that's 

indestructible. Here's the legendary sword called the Sacred Sword. You can hold 

this sword skyward to unleash a powerful wave of energy when you slash. The 

Goddess spirit called Phi sleeps within this sword and will call whoever holds this 

sword "Master". You can call Phi out and Phi will give you some helpful 

information. I can also give you these potions. 

 "Thanks for the equipment!" said Hyperthys. 

 "And good luck rescuing the Rabbit King." 

 When Hyperthys got out of the bazaar, he called out Phi. "Hi Master. The 

sword you are holding is called the Sacred Sword. That sword must be infused by 

all three sacred flames and the Triwing to reach its true form. Your sword attacks 

include normal slashes, stabs, spin attacks, thrusts, and skyward slash. I 

recommend you to search for the first one. You must first go to Rabbit Sanctuary 

to do something." 

 Hyperthys went through the sea of clouds. One way lead to Rabbit 

Sanctuary, and one way lead to the Temple of the Titans. The crew took the path to 

Rabbit Sanctuary. 



Chapter XII 

Rabbit Sanctuary 

 In Rabbit Sanctuary, Hyperthys saw a golden harp and some beautiful 

paintings. Phi came out. "Master, see those three drawings up there? These three 

drawings represent courage, wisdom, and power. They are also represented by 

three songs that the Goddess Harp (which is the harp right there) can play. You 

now should learn the song that represents courage." 

 After a few days of learning that song, Hyperthys played the whole song in 

Rabbit Sanctuary. After the song was played, Hyperthys heard an enormous noise 

that sounded like an earthquake. "Master, there is a 94% chance that something 

changed in the Temple of the Titans. I recommend you to go to the Temple of the 

Titans." 

 Hyperthys and the adult rabbits went to the Temple of the Titans.  Master, it 

looks like the sides of the temple have came out and the gate has opened. I suggest 

you to first train before entering." 

 "Hey Hyperthys, since we are old enough to live on our own and you can't 

bring your dragons in this temple, can we take care of your dragons?" asked the 

adult rabbits. 

 "Sure! I can't bring my dragons to help me for sacred flames!" answered 

Hyperthys.  

 "Yay! We'll take care of them somewhere good!" 

 “Yes. But also make sure to train them. Let's make a deal." 

 "Okay. Bye!" 

 Hyperthys trained for one month and went back to the temple. Phi came out 

once again. "Master, there is a 95% chance that the first sacred flame is ahead. I 

recommend you to proceed ahead." 

 Before entering the temple, Hyperthys took a close look inside. Then he 

went in courageously. 



 

 

 

To Be Continued................ 

  


